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Abstract. This paper is dedicated to describe Team DCR-1 and Robot DoCaRo from Nanyang Technological University Singapore in requirements to participating RoboCup@Home 2010 competition. It describes the team’s research in the field autonomous robotic home care system, mechanical design and technical changes from previous research projects, like motion dynamic, object recognition, voice signal processing and manipulation, for RoboCup@Home competition.
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Introduction



Team DCR-1 was formed at the second half of 2009, a new face in the RoboCup@Home competition, at Nanyang Technological University, School of EEE Computer Vision Laboratory. The lab has many years of research in geriatric care system and humanoid robot system. The team is set up to integrate previous home care research projects for RoboCup@Home 2010. Our previous research focused on the field of tele-operated mobile robotic geriatric care system, a mobile robot prototype with visual capability and communication capabilities actualized via sensor networks was designed and implemented to realize two functions: real-time health monitoring and tele-presence. With the aid of wireless biosensors, the system can provide reliable solutions for remote monitoring of realtime health index, such as heart rate, ECG, blood pressure. [1]. Another research focus was on the humanoid robot system involved imparting them with intelligence and social skills. In this project, an RN-1 robot is modified using a CMUcam 2+ vision sensors, speech recognition capability, text to speech synthesizer and wireless communication using Bluetooth technology [2]. In this paper we will present how our team built the robot from bottom up and continued to develop and integrate its software in order to improve its applicability of the robot and usability in the real domiciliary environment.
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Fig. 1. Sensor-networked-based mobile home care system and humanoid robot system
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Mechanical Design and Navigation Interface



The DCR-1 has a planned height of 120cm and the weight approximately 45kg, it consists of a robot base frame designed as shown below in Figure 2, which has multiple compartments which can be used to house the battery as well as other electronic circuitry and peripherals, two worm gear motors which wheels are attached to and can be drive differentially, vision camera is located at the height of 100cm mounted on platform driven by two Hitec servo motors whose provide 2 degree of freedom (DOF), producing a Pan & Tilt motion, there is also a platform for portable pc and a platform for the robotic arm at the same level. On top of that, there are two free wheels mounted at the rear of the robot base frame, this is to provide more support points and increase the stability of the robot movement. By using differential drive, the robot is able to maneuver within a small path and spot turning. The material used for the platforms is aluminum which is light and the base frame is made out of mild steel which can withstand the overall load.



Fig. 2. Left: Design of base frame; Right: DoCaRo
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In order to navigate in the complex environment such as a living room, a microcontroller based interfacing system is needed for motion control and interfacing with the sensors, the robot arm, the speech recognition and the vision system.



Fig. 3. Left: Microcontroller Board; Right: Motion Controller



We use 2-axis DC motor driver with MM164X motion control module to perform PID close loop control for 2 DC motors with encoder feedback. So that the robot is able to perform very accurate motion and re-code the path of movement. An 8-bit 40MHz Microchip processor (PIC18F4620) based robotic controller board is used to interface with the motion controller, the ultrasonic sensors and the vision system. It has 3 processors to do different tasks and communicates with motion controller by I2C. It also has 2 serial ports which are used to communicate with the robot arm controller and the PC. With 8 channels of ADC input port and 16 RC servo control pulses, this controller board receives and processes the data from the high performance ultrasonic sensor and it also controls the servo motors to adjust the direction of the cameras. The controller board performs as a coordinator in the whole system of the robot. It communicates with all the devices and run the autonomous navigation program. Because the navigation data is from both cameras and ultrasonic sensors, different types of functions are designed for different tasks. Sensor-Based function is designed for directly moving with guidelines from the sensors. It is the basic function of the motion program to navigate to a certain location (e.g. Move in a narrow path in the living room). Base on the Sensor-Based function and the guideline by the cameras, robot can perform more complex navigation such as following people or approaching a certain pose. The Sensor-Based function is designed to be a basic motion algorithm and easily cooperated with other navigation devices, so that the robot motion will be more smooth and accurate even in the very complex environment.
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Robot Arm Manipulator



Direct robot kinematics, the process of analyzing the position as well as velocity and acceleration of a linked structure, giving angles to all joints, the end of the linked structure position can be known easily since there is only one solution. However, inverse kinematics is the opposite, by stating the end position of the linked structure and finding what angles the joints are required to be at to achieve the required end point, it no longer direct, there can be zero to infinitely many solutions.



Fig. 4. Solutions for robot link kinematics



Robot arm can be modeled as a chain of links interconnected by revolute or prismatic joints. There are several method in which linked structure can use to make its end position reach the target, one way of moving the end effectors to its target is an iterative procedure in which the rate of each linked joint move towards the target is proportional to the dot product of the orthogonal vector and the direction vector from the other end of the link to the target. One other method to describe the translational and rotational relationship of linked structures is the Denavit-Hartenberg representation. In 1955, Denavit and Hartenberg proposed a systematic notation for assigning right-handed ortho-normal coordinate frames to each link, once these links coordinate are assigned, transformations between coordinate can be represent by a 4x4 homogeneous coordinate transformation matrix. Denavit-Hartenberg parameters is a method whereby given position coordinates required for the end-effectors to be at, through Inverse Kinematics (IK) calculation will then be able to determine the angle of the arm joints. [3]
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Computer Vision



Face recognition is a common technique used in computer vision technologies especially in robotic projects in order to enhance interactions between human and robot. Our system requires the robot to implement face recognition technique to let the robot identified his master and perform tasks according to his commands. The master is also allowed to introduce any people to the robot as guest and it is able to recognize and serve them. Besides that the robot is also expected to recognized objects such as cans drink for example, and also able to search and grab the correct object according to human instructions.



Fig. 5. Labeling recognized individuals



Visual C++ with OpenCV library is the main software used in this computer vision system. The face detection as well as object detection algorithm is built based on Viola-Jones detection technique [4]. Viola-Jones object detection framework is a common technique used in computer vision. However, our team is seek to research for another way on object detection base on the change of light intensity due to the shape of objects. The recognition process is basically performed through Principal Components Analysis (PCA) technique. [5] PCA involves a mathematical procedure that transforms a number of possibly correlated variables into a smaller number of uncorrelated variables called principal components. A classifier is trained by projecting the training samples onto these principal components. In future development, the system may implement with stereo vision in order to increase the accuracy of detection by compare both images result and estimate the relative distance to robot[6].
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Speech Recognition and Synthesizing



Automated speech recognized applications have been one found in most important applications in an office, home environment and our daily lives, example such as home security system with voice activation alarm, voice activated vehicles and more. There are several openly available speech recognition engines available to use, such as Java Speech Application Programming Interface (JSAPI), SPHINX4, Microsoft Speech Application Programming Interface (SAPI 5) is the main speech engines that would be use for integrating into the project. We developed the speech recognition and synthesizing system for DoCaRo using Microsoft Speech Application Programming Interface (SAPI 5) environment.



Fig. 6. Left: Spectrum for the phrase “follow me” with noise; Right: same phrase without noise



Recorded audio consist a mixture of wanted and unwanted signals. Wanted signal is the speech we want to capture; unwanted signals include other speech signals at the background, reverberation, and in general what we call noise. [7] The noise has spectral properties, which is the distributed power of the frequency spectrum. As our targeted signal is human commands which vary from 50Hz to 500Hz, a band-pass filter is suitable for our requirement. In our research, the “color noise” is also considered and as our unwanted signal. When we Evaluate communication systems to model indoor ambient noise, the “Hoth noise” are used, whose first study was done by D.F. Hoth. [8] Therefore, our audio signal processing research is to filter noise from recorded audio and obtained the wanted signal process the information of the signal.
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Fig. 7. Left: “follow me” signal with noise; Right: same signal without noise
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Conclusion



This paper presented our research focus and technologies we adopt for creating our robot which include mechanical design, robot arm manipulator, robotic vision and voice recognition. We hope that through our robotic research and innovations we are able contribute fresh ideas into the development for robotics related to home care. Finally we believe that RoboCup@Home competition would give us an opportunity to test our robot, DoCaRo, in a real home environment and scenario and through this competition generate even more new ideas to enhance our research into Domiciliary Care Robotics.



Team Members The DoCaRo, DCR-1 team has the following members Team Advisor: ─ Professor Er Meng Joo. Team Members: ─ Wang Cunzhe(Leader), ─ Lau Chan Fan, ─ Chin Chorng Hann, ─ Tan Kim Wee, ─ Qin Lang. Additional support from: ─ DIP group E023 students ─ Students from URECA program ─ Students from UROP program
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Resources ─ ─ ─ ─ ─



WRD8080 WORM GEAR DC MOTOR [9] AX-12+ Smart Robot Arm [10] Propeller Demo Board [11] OpenCV with Visual Studio 2008 Note: additional resources yet to be confirmed
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